How did Czech Jews grapple with questions of their Jewishness during the Holocaust and the early postwar period? How did their self-understanding change as they faced deportation to a forced community that was entirely Jewish? What role did Judaism play in early postwar years as the survivors struggled to rebuild their lives? Why did some survivors decide to leave Czechoslovakia after the war, while others stayed behind? Unlike German, Polish, Slovak or Hungarian Jews, almost all of the Czech Jews who experienced the Holocaust were shipped to the transit ghetto Terezín and spent some time there. Their comparable war experience makes the Czech Jews a suitable group to examine the ways in which they came to understand their Jewishness during and after the war.
In this essay, I offer a window into the social, political and cultural loyalties of Czech Jews by presenting a deconstructivist take on the concept of 'identity'. I examine their bonds of belonging during a span of time of six to nine years, between their deportation and when they settled down after the war, from 1941/1942 to 1948/1950 . Examining these two periods together allows one to determine the many factors behind the formation of their identity and to show that their Jewishness was situational. Because these two periods were consecutive and because the groups of people I write about were identical, or very similar, in both phases, I can point out the influence of structural, material and ideological factors in the genesis of the ways in which Czech Jews understood their relationship with Jewishness.
The various meanings of identity have been understood both as a category of praxis and as a category of analysis, similar to other charged terms, such as 'assimilation' or 'collaboration'. Instead of asserting the concept as a category of praxis (namely that such-and-such belonging would be good or bad), I analyze the bonds of belonging as a category of analysis. In his examination of the charged history of the 'assimilation', Till van Rahden cites the scholar of German Jewry Michael A. Meyer. According to Meyer, the role of the historian is to understand 'the complexities, ironies, [and] paradoxes'. 5 It is not my goal to ironize or heroize the paths of Czech Jews, in whatever ways, stable or changing, they understood their Jewishness. The task of this essay is to ascertain the factors that defined their belonging and hence also contribute to our understanding of the sense of belonging.
In my analysis of Czech Jewish understanding of Jewishness, I concentrate on the generation born after 1910, who was socialized in interwar Czechoslovakia. The core of my sources are various self-testimonies of Czech Jews, both of those who survived and those who perished: oral histories from the large collection of the Prague Jewish Museum and interviews from the 1960s and 1970s by the Terezín Memorial, but also interviews from other projects such as that of The Prague Gender Studies Center. I also use documents from private collections, contemporaneous diaries, letters and memoirs written in the 1990s. In her analysis of survivors' interviews, the historian Ulrike Jureit shows how the postwar social environment massively shaped survivors' narratives. 6 Religious and/or cultural affiliation is integral to the self-fashioning of coherent biographies. We are prone to take this affiliation as ephemeral and private, but we also like to believe that it is a matter of individual choice.
Before the war, there were some 140,000 Jews living in the Bohemian provinces of Czechoslovakia. 7 Theirs was a bilingual, Czech-German community, in transition toward the Czech language and Czech gentile culture. 8 The community was mostly urban, but a sizeable number of Jews lived in smaller cities and towns. These people, particularly Bohemian Jews from the countryside and of the generation born after 1900, who did not come from the Western or Northern areas with large Sudeten German population, were more prone to speak Czech. Indeed, among the generation born in the interbellum period, many people did not speak German well. 9 Yet, those for whom German was their first language usually had very good command of Czech. The overwhelming majority of Czech Jews was assimilated, and most of them were religiously liberal, even lax. 10 This attitude corresponded with the substantial Czech, and particularly Bohemian, gentile indifference to religion. 11 The rate of intermarriage was the highest in the entire world; by 1930, every second marriage of a Jew in Bohemia was to a gentile.
A small, yet significant group were, in actuality, Christians -Catholics, Protestants or Hussites -often baptized two generations earlier. Many others were atheists. Many Jewish males were not even circumcised. That said, the majority of the Czech Jews belonged to the Jewish community, most of the children attended Jewish religion classes in school, just like their Catholic classmates took classes with a Catholic priest, and families attended the synagogue on high holidays. Socially speaking, Czech Jews, particularly the younger generation, were integrated into society at large and had gentile friends, colleagues and romantic relationships. 13 The connection with Jewishness was just one of the many layers of who one was, a private and subtle sense of self. In Brubaker and Cooper's model, the Czech Jewish tie with Jewishness was exhibited in the form of self-understanding as a weak sense of commonality.
In Terezín
As the general history of Terezín, or Theresienstadt in German, is well-known, this essay focuses on a few core facts crucial to the article's overall argument. Terezín was founded in November 1941 as a transit camp for Jews of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. Later, when German and Austrian Jews arrived, its function changed into that of a ghetto for the elderly and a 'camp for the privileged'. Later still, the SS fashioned Terezín into a propaganda camp to be shown to an international delegation of the Red Cross. While this aspect dominates public perception, what is ignored, however, is the rather minor impact that the Red Cross visit and the subsequent propaganda film had on daily life in the ghetto. Prisoners died of malnutrition, were surrounded by dirt and vermin, and lived with the ever-present threat of deportation to the East, which they feared to be deadly. Over 33,000 people died in Terezín of diseases related to malnutrition, the majority of them elderly.
Altogether 148,000 Jews were transported to Terezín, of whom almost 74,000 came from the Protectorate, over 42,000 from Germany and over 15,000 from Austria. These 'large' groups were joined by smaller groups of Jews from the Netherlands (4900), Denmark (471) and, toward the end of the war, also Slovakia and Hungary (1450 and 1150, respectively). Families lived separated, men and women in different rooms with bunk beds for 8-200 inhabitants. Most children were accommodated in Czech and German-language youth homes. Theresienstadt fell under the administration of the SS, but with only 30 members present, the SS was thinly represented, so Czech gendarmes did the actual guarding.
The ghetto had a Jewish body of self-administration, a combination of individuals of different 'national' (Czech, German, Austrian and among others) and 'ideological' (Zionists and CzechoJewish) streams. This body created a complicated system of departments in charge of every single branch of life in the ghetto. In this respect, Terezín was rather over than underorganized. Unlike Lodz and other places, Terezín never became a labor ghetto. Due to the run-down conditions of the town and high percentage of elderly, 90% of the labor was used to maintain the town's infrastructure.
14 There was general labor duty for everyone between 16 and 60 years of age, though these age boundaries shifted throughout the duration of the ghetto.
ed., Jews in Italy under Fascist and Nazi Rule, 1922-1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009): 4, suggesting that the level of assimilation of the local Jewry was also an important factor. 13 For instance, the kosher butcher and charcutier Rudolf Benda who owned a shop in Prague's central street Pařížská had three children: Bohumil, Růžena and Ludmila. All three children were given markedly Czech first names. Both daughters intermarried, Bohumil was engaged to a gentile woman, but deported before the marriage. Benda family police registration files, National Archive, Prague and the interview of Ota K., 103 Vzpomínky, Jewish Museum Prague [hereafter ŽMP]. Thanks to Zdeňka Kokošková for her help. 14 Miroslav Kárný, "'Pracovní' či 'zaopatřovací' Terezín? Iluze areality tzv. produktivního ghetta." Litoměř-icko 25 (1989): 95-107.
Czech Jews were the first to be deported to the ghetto and were the pioneer group thanks to their arrival seven months ahead of other groups. They were also the largest group in the ghetto and the only one with a sizeable young and middle-aged population as the group of Czech Jews was the only one deported to Terezín in its entirety. The later arrivals -German, Austrian, Dutch and other Jews -often perceived the Czech Jews to be a homogeneous group and remarked on their shared characteristics, looks and cultural traits.
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From their own perspective, however, Czech Jews formed a highly fragmented group. Apart from strong generational differences, the most pronounced category of differentiation was ideological distinctions partly dating back to the interwar period. These distinctions corresponded to the lines of connectedness (networks of social ties) and commonalities defined by the sense of home. Czech Jews in Terezín were segmented based on their perceptions of loyalties and the places of belonging of their peers, other Czech Jews, but also based on their individual friends and their loyalties. This segmentization was at first horizontal and did not take into consideration one's position within the social hierarchy, but its many consequences often had vertical implications. Whereas in the prewar period, allegiances did not influence one's social position, or at least not directly, in Terezín, association with particular groups played a part in determining an inmate's social location and social and symbolic capital. One's friends then shaped the access to social networks and the way in which one was perceived among the community of inmates. In Terezín, the importance of connectedness increased significantly. What may have been, prior to the war, a protean part of who one was, often only a weak commonality, became, in the ghetto, a more salient statement on the individual's social position. Outside of Terezín, in the 'normal' world, bonds of belonging among Czech Jews were a private matter; they only rarely influenced their lives and careers. In Terezín, the gentile majority was obviously absent, and connectedness to one of the three major groups affected one's access to resources.
The Terezín community, and its social elite of young Czech Jews in particular, functioned in conjunction with a previously established network of acquaintances, friendships and affiliation to a group or groups. The networks were created through normal friendships, but, on a larger scale, more often by affiliation with the 'ideological' groups. In Terezín, one's friends and group signified much more than a statement on friendship and ideological background. The three main segments of Czech Jews -Zionists, Czecho-Jews (Čechožidé in Czech; term describing Jews who sought to integrate into the Czech majority which I prefer to the more charged 'assimilationists') and Communists -who together constituted the social elite of young Czech Jews, secured the best positions and the most power in the ghetto.
Belonging to a group thus represented not only a common ground, shared ideas and cultural values, but also a material statement. For example, a member of the leftist Zionist Hechalutz movement could expect to be placed on a list of people protected from transports, to be assigned accommodation with other chaverim (comrades), and to obtain what was considered to be a good work assignment, for example, as a cook or worker in the agricultural sector. 16 In contrast to the 'material world' of social networks I have examined in other works, here I The Zionists were the hegemonic group in the ghetto for two reasons: for one, the Zionists had a well-developed youth movement that had already become popular among Jewish youth in the interbellum period. From the onset of the German occupation, the Zionist group was the only one that provided leisure time activities for Jewish youth, thus securing a monopoly of sorts. Second, the first Elder of the Jews in Terezín and his team were all Zionists, and this gave the Zionist faction strong advantages. For example, for the entire duration of the ghetto the youth care and the labor center remained under strong Zionist influence.
Being a Zionist in Terezín referred, above all, to having been educated with the goal of living a Zionist lifestyle in the future Jewish state in Palestine. The Zionists held discussions about topics such as the differences between socialism and Zionism, about collective agriculture or the meaning of capitalism. They organized Hebrew classes and lectures on Zionist role models such as Joseph Trumpeldor. Children in the youth homes were raised to be what the Czech Zionists believed a Jewish child should be. Much of this Zionist education was compartmentalized knowledge and opinions. Evidence of homework that survived the Holocaust of youth home residents makes a somewhat schematic impression, a recitation of an idealized Zionist world. 18 Indeed, several survivors remarked on the somewhat doctrinaire character of the Zionist education in Terezín.
It is not entirely surprising that with this education, children in the youth homes were sometimes more confused than informed and drew the wrong conclusions. One young madricha (instructor), Irena, remembered her pupils putting on a show presenting countries of the world. For Poland, they were instructed to present the introduction of a new rabbi:
They staged it, kept bowing and singing. They gave him the task to sing the main prayer and then he sang, completely out of tune, Baruch atah adonai … They kept bowing, it was simply a burlesque. Then they told him, 'But, brother, you have to sing to a melody known to God and the people.' And then the boy, he started singing to the melody of a German tune sung often in Terezín, Es klappen die Mühlen [sic, Es klappert die Mühle]. So he started singing that Baruch atah adonai to this tune and they kept bowing and saying "Klip klap".
19
Irena received grief from her superior, Avi Fischer, that she had allowed such a mix-up. Fischer worried about criticism of the leadership of the youth care, had an inspector been present.
The anecdote has an additional layer: Irena did not know then nor in the 1990s when she narrated the incident that Die Mühle is a romantic children's song by Carl Reinecke appropriated by the völkisch movement in the late nineteenth century. The children, similarly ignorant of the tune's etymology, picked the melody because of its catchy nature. It is not clear whether Fischer reprehended Irena because of the mix-up of deeply religious content and a German tune or whether he was aware of the song's associations. The pupils did not care; for them, the play was a game, and the way in which they treated the very essence of Jewish prayers demonstrates that what they were taught about Judaism and Zionist identity did not always leave deeper marks.
Zionists regarded Terezín as a kibbutz or a hachshara, a scouting camp of sorts where diaspora Jews, through hardships, would toughen up and survive in order to make aliyah.
20
Today this understanding may appear naïve, even disturbing, knowing what we do about the dimension of the Holocaust and the small number of survivors from Terezín. However, it is more interesting to trace why the Zionists had such a strong appeal beyond the structural reasons: they offered a positive interpretation of the sense of self and assisted Jews experiencing their social death (a concept established by Orlando Patterson and later applied to the Holocaust by Marion Kaplan) to find a positive relationship with the persecuted group with whom many would otherwise find no commonality. 21 The Zionists in Terezín offered a viable alternative. Their rituals of singing and Hebrew learning, discussions and religious rites, even if understood in a national and not a religious sense, and visions of a future in a different country were instrumental in establishing a tight-knit community. 22 For many inmates, this set of practices was an establishment of a territory of self (to use a concept of Erving Goffman's), a positive world outside of the suffering, everlasting conflicts, hunger and transports to the unknown. 23 Finally, the Zionists, just like the other two large groups -Czecho-Jews and Communistswere also a community. It was so much easier to manage being in a ghetto when one belonged to a body, especially one as tight-knit as the Zionists in Terezín. 24 This coherence is not surprising when we take into account that, generally, rituals are a powerful mechanism of inclusion and/or exclusion. Indeed, the rituals employed by the Czech Zionist group were probably the strongest in the ghetto.
In addition to the Czech Zionists, who were, by far, the largest Zionist group, there were also smaller groups of Zionist youth from Germany, Austria and the Netherlands. The Czech Zionist segment never welcomed these 'foreign' newcomers. There were a few instances in which Austrian or German colleagues -many of whom the Zionist functionaries knew from the time before the deportation -gave a talk, which the Czech Zionists attended often enough. 25 But the Austrian, German and Dutch Zionists usually found Czech Zionists to be a closed group. 26 The Czech Zionists did not recognize Zionists of other nationalities as fellow comrades; to them, they were mostly 'the Germans', 'the Austrians' and generally 'foreigners', whom the Czech Jews 
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A. Hájková viewed through a set of mostly derogatory stereotypes. German Jews were perceived as apprehensive, annoying and rigid Prussians, sticking to the rules and trying to please the SS. Karel Poláček, the much-beloved Czech Jewish novelist, expressed such an opinion in a lecture in 1944, 'Germans and the German Jews whom they educated do not talk but they order; they do not walk but they march; Prussian grandmothers are better in standing in a line-up than our active soldiers'.
27
Ethnic boundaries were often expressed in cultural terms and vice versa. Those 'foreign' prisoners who managed to surpass the group boundaries were women dating Czech men. They were usually described as sweet, markedly feminine, attractive women, who were taken care of by their strong partners who knew their way around. The women were typically expected to join their Czech partner's circle of friends and learn some Czech, at least. Some men, especially when their partners were not very young, pushed the women into becoming intimate or made the sexual dimension of the relationship prominent. Inclusion in the socially dominant group corresponded with social categories, which were negotiated based on cultural and sexual background. Thus the ideological similarities, the claimed Zionist commonality, did not overcome the ethnical/ cultural boundaries and did not create a transnational Zionist connectedness in the ghetto. Being a Zionist in Terezín always depended on one's respective ethnicity. Common ideology was not enough to connect people; belonging was enacted on a common ground of culture and habitus.
Communists were another group with their own pre-war tradition of organization and association life. However, they were never able to appeal to Czech Jewish youth in the way that Communists had in Germany, Austria or Poland, simply because the class background of Czech Jews was, in their majority, too comfortably middle-class. Those young Czech Jews associated with the Communist organizations, such as the student organization Kostufra (Communist student faction) in the 1930s, were a small group of young, leftist and educated intellectuals. Although the appeal of radicalization along with the exposure became stronger after the occupation, Communists in Terezín never succeeded in becoming as popular as Zionists. Due to their connections to the illegal Communist resistance movement outside of the ghetto, they were more secretive and selective than the Zionists and tight-knit in different ways. 28 Similar to the Zionist faction, Communists employed a series of rituals: they met for discussions, debating how independent postwar Czechoslovakia would look and how to eliminate social injustice, fascism and racial hatred, phenomena which they understood to be interconnected. They smuggled in Rudé právo, a communist newspaper published illegally, and engaged in a discussion group of crucial Marxist works of literature, such as The History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks): Short Course, written by Lenin and heavily re-edited by Stalin. Some of the leading members, always men, got carried away at times. They spoke of the Communist struggle against the fascist oppressor, forgetting that their situation was different, as they were persecuted for racial reasons and locked up in a ghetto, unlike their fellow Communists outside.
29
At one point, the radical-left wing of the Zionists, the Marxist Hashomer Hatzair, started cooperating with a segment of the Communist group. Among other things, two members of Hashomer Hatzair, Miloš Pick, a young Communist with a background in national economy and Pavel Löwinger, a teenage Zionist from Ostrava, who spoke several languages, spent over a year translating a Yiddish copy of Capital into Czech, the only copy present in Terezín. 27 The story is cited by Jiří Borský who attended Poláček's lecture, BTA, 66. 28 For instance, widow of the famous murdered Communist Ivan Sekanina, Gertruda Sekaninová, was kept at a distance from the group's core political activities. Interview Miroslav K., ŽMP, Vzpominky, 328; interview of Gertruda Sekaninová-Čakrtová, 24 July 1985, family archive. I am greatly indebted to Martin Čakrt for letting me listen to the tape. 29 Interview Erna F., 125, ŽMP; author's interview of Irena Seidlerová, 26 January 2013, Prague.
When they were nearly done, they were deported with the large autumn transports of 1944. 30 The Communists in Terezín had a stronger ideological background than others in the ghetto, save for their political counterparts. Reading Marxist literature, self-study, and improvement was understood to be an integral part of being a good Communist. Engaging in these activities was a means to an end. For some of the ardent Communists, in addition to being a framework of interpretation, ideology offered a safe territory in the threatening conditions of the ghetto. But even more so, ideologically charged activities were a means of demarcation from the other inmates. Hence translating a Yiddish version of Capital into Czech, which may seem like a pursuit particularly out of touch with reality, was very much a part of the dynamic among Czech Jews in Terezín.
31
Hashomer Hatzair and the Communists also had joint discussion evenings, where they debated the similarities between both movements and the future of the Jews. Certain differences apparently proved insurmountable; for instance, the Communists never agreed with the notion of an independent Jewish state. More relevant, however, is that these discussions showed the thin lines between both groups. Several people felt at home in both groups and had friends in both. Many of the young, leftist inmates moved in the political space between the Communists and Hashomer Hatzair.
32 After the German occupation of Czechoslovakia, many among the leftist Zionists shifted toward the Communist group, whether before the deportation or in Terezín.
33
In their testimonies, many of the Communist prisoners, like the Zionists, stressed the importance of having belonged to a community, to a group of friends who took care of them in the threatening environment.
Czecho-Jews formed the least coherent group of these three. The average age of its members was somewhat older than the previous two. However, despite the vagueness of the group's boundaries, it may have contained as many members as the Zionist group did and possibly even more. Unlike the two former groups, the Czecho-Jews did not have a significant ideological program of their own. Most of these were people who were not persuaded by the Zionist appeal and 'did not want to leave for a desert'. 34 Conversely, due to their class background, professional experience and age, most of them were not receptive to leftist ideas. Indeed, many of these people had not thought much about their commonality with Jewishness, nor about any ethnic commonality in general. 35 Being deported from their original surroundings and forced to reside in a ghetto meant for them, most importantly, missing home. 
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This homesickness translated into the appearance and evocation of all sorts of Czech rituals and symbols. For instance, several inmates cut little wood lions, which were very popular, as a double-tailed lion is the Bohemian coat of arms. 36 During the Christmas season, some read aloud from the Bible of Kralice, the sixteenth century Bohemian Brethrens' translation of the Bible, prominent in its associations of being anti-Habsburg and pro-Masaryk-Czechoslovakia. Reading the Bible of Kralice situated Terezín in the master narrative of the Czech national struggle, as another example in line with the 'centuries of the Habsburg oppression'. Most of the Czech Jews -not only the Czecho-Jews, but nearly all Czech inmates -in Terezín celebrated Christmas, Easter and St. Nicholas' Day, as well as the birthday of Tomáš Masaryk, the first president of interwar Czechoslovakia, on 7 March. These holidays played a much more emotional role than Passover and Yom Kippur, though these were observed, too. Czech inmates sang songs from the Liberated Theatre, the independent modernist theatre of Jan Werich and Jiří Voskovec. The first child born in Terezín, like many boys after him, was named Tomáš after Masaryk. Some kept a map of Czechoslovakia on the wall and wrote underneath, 'Byli jsme a budem, přišli jsme a půjdem' (We were and we shall be, we came and we shall return), echoing a poem by popular Czech poet Josef Sládek. 37 Josef Bor, the Czech Jewish writer who later authored the famous Terezín Requiem, remarked on the many cultural events and activities of the Czech Jews: 'Terezín was the culmination of the Czech national independence fight'.
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The Czecho-Jewish faction had a number of organized functionaries. These were people organized around Rudolf Bergmann, František Weidmann and the former members of the Akademický spolek Kapper (Academic Club Kapper), an association of proponents of Czech Jewish assimilation. 39 According to one of its members, František Fuchs, the group had been preparing armed resistance and a hide-out for women and children. Moreover, many among the hundreds of former Czechoslovak army officers in Terezín were close to the Czecho-Jewish movement. Some of them participated in the planning of an uprising. However, the SS, anticipating resistance, ordered a registration of all former officers in mid-July 1944. 40 They were then placed into the first two transports that started the liquidation transports in the fall of 1944.
41
This dramatic episode, however, remained known to only a fraction of the Czecho-Jewish group in Terezín. Indeed, many of the people affiliated did not even know about the existence of such a severe organization. 42 Among the three groups mentioned, the boundaries of this group were the most fluid, given that they were marked by shared cultural values of what was understood as a Czech home.
These three groups frequently fought with one another, whether over the assignation of work positions or names on a transport list or over accommodation allotment. One group frequently blamed another for putting its members in a disadvantageous position, such as filling the 36 Jaroslav B., 64, ŽMP, Vzpomínky. 37 Testimony of Jiří Borský (1970), 476, A, APT. The last word of the inscription, půjdem [we will go], refers to the return home rather than leaving on a transport, endowing the slogan with a heroic rather than an ironic note. 38 Kolín, an old Czech Jewish community, was well-known for the Czecho-Jewish association of most of its members. But Bor may have been mistaken: many of the transports that arrived in Terezín from smaller cities almost automatically filled the next departing transport for the East. The brief stay of the Kolín Jews was not necessarily the Zionists saving their own. However, this impression quickly came into being and stuck.
Sometimes, two groups did collaborate, such as when the leftist Zionists and the Communists translated Marx. At a different point, the Communists and the Czecho-Jews attempted to drive a wedge into the tightly organized youth care, which was entirely in Zionist hands, to ensure that 'their' children would not become subject to Zionist propaganda.
There were many people who did not belong to one of the three mentioned groups. Usually these were elderly and German-speaking Czech (böhmisch) Jews or parents with children. In contrast, in Terezín, many young people underwent their political awakening or radicalization, while the elderly, especially if they had to take care of a family, often became apolitical. 44 For this group, everyday needs, such as finding food, clothing, holding the family together, were far more pressing than ideological issues. This position is exemplified in a diary entry by 55-year-old Bedřich Kohn from Prague:
There is nothing new, only 'průser.' [Czech colloq. something that went very wrong] Otherwise, politically inside the ghetto the mood is quite wretched, the Czecho-Jews against the German Jews against the Zionists and contra and Zionists among themselves. If you ask someone for something, they only help you if you belong to the same 'party,' otherwise all pleas are in vain -unless you can pay. How can so many differences, injustices and indecencies be possible in a Ghetto! 45 Some proclaimed, 'When this is over, we will have to cut off all things Jewish'. 46 Even though most Czech Jews did not go that far, many expressed doubts about whether a group that had always been a minority would fare well when it became the exclusive group. A former high school teacher, remembered as Professor Polák (who was probably Artur Pollak of the Stephansgymnasium in Prague), stated, 'Our people are the salt of this earth. But so much salt at once?' 47 Yet others realized that the Jews, a perpetual minority who 'always had to pay attention to not waking antisemitic resentments', had come to a place where they were among themselves. Now they could and did behave as a 'normal' society, with all the ups and downs of a forced community under extreme stress. Thus, arriving in Terezín because they were Jewish, many realized that Terezín made them, in the last instance, human rather than Jewish.
Postwar
Once the war was over, few of those Czech Jews who had been deported to Terezín were still alive: only 10,818 of over 81,000. About 3000 of them returned from the satellite camps in 
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A. Hájková what is today Poland, Germany and Austria where they had been shipped from Auschwitz. Some managed to flee and hide during the last months of the war. The liberation was followed by three hectic postwar years before the Communist takeover in February 1948. These three years were shaped by a number of factors influencing the survivors' decision to stay or emigrate to somewhere else.
As for the hard numbers, we have some rough estimations of the number of people who emigrated, when and where. 48 However, we do not know how many of the emigrants were survivors, re-emigrants returning after the liberation, soldiers from the Svoboda Army or others still. Also, these numbers do not differentiate between Czech, Slovak, Hungarian and Carpatho-Russian Jews. The latter groups often settled in the western part of the country after 1945. Thus, numbers are not always equally reliable. Here I am interested in looking at the factors that influenced the Terezín survivors in their decision regarding where to settle and build their future.
The four most important 'external' factors in the decision to stay in Czechoslovakia or to leave were probably: (1) the expulsion of the German population and the difficulty of obtaining Czechoslovak citizenship for those who had indicated 'German' as their nationality in the census of 1930; (2) the rise of the Communist party; (3) the nationalized and xenophobic sentiment among gentile Czechs and (4) the draft into military service for all young men. 49 The four crucial 'internal' factors were: (1) age; (2) whether the survivor had relatives or close friends abroad or in Czechoslovakia, gentile or Jewish; (3) marital partner and marriage and finally, (4) ideological affiliation. In the following, I argue that these seemingly clear reasons to stay or emigrate, in connection with the beliefs these people held before the war and in Terezín, affected the survivors in a myriad of ways.
People who survived rarely returned with a clear vision of their future and a meaningful sense of their Holocaust experience. The overwhelming majority returned to the place from which they had been deported and waited for any of their relatives to come back. 50 In the distressing period after having experienced their own social death, as well as witnessing the death of many fellow prisoners in the last months of the war, and the exhaustion, filth and extreme violence, many clung to something positive and a new permanent affirmative value. Yet many other survivors did not want to return to where they had lived with their loved ones, who would never return. They wanted to turn a new page, to leave the continent which, as they believed, had made racial hatred and the Holocaust possible. So they left, some of them for a country 'where Jews would be safe' (Palestine) or where they could start beyond their Jewish roots, thus leaving Europe for another continent, most often Northern America.
Crossing the border on the way back from the camps was a powerful emotional experience that made clear for many that although they probably did not have any family left, they had deep cultural ties to Czechoslovakia. Doris Donovalová remembered her return from BergenBelsen as follows:
We were finally getting close to the Czechoslovak border. Just before reaching it, we took a break and went into a restaurant, where we got something to eat. One of the girls sat down at a piano in the room and started playing the Czechoslovak anthem. It was so moving; I can still feel it to this day. Home is the most beautiful thing anyone can have. And I loved Czechoslovakia. 51 Once the survivors arrived in Czechoslovakia proper, they started settling down, regardless of whether they eventually planned to leave or stay or whether, as was often the case, they did not have any plans. They applied for new identity papers, social support, clothes, accommodation and food. Many had to spend a long time in hospitals and sanatoria. Younger survivors often enrolled in high schools or at the university in order to finish their education. These provisoria often developed into something permanent; some met their future partners at school and realized they craved a family of their own. Soon they were married and had children. While some of these partners were Jewish or Mischlinge, many were gentile.
Single men under the age of 25 were drafted into service, which was shortened for the survivors, though they had to serve nevertheless. While, for some, the draft was a reason to emigrate, 52 for others, it offered a possibility for resocialization and even a life-long career. Rudolf was one of only two surviving children from a large family. In January 1943, as a 16-year-old, he was deported to Auschwitz and from there to the concentration camp in Warsaw, where prisoners had to clean away the ruins of the former ghetto. Rudolf survived Warsaw, a long deathmarch to the Dachau auxiliary camp of Kaufering, and excruciating forced labor there. Serving in the military after the war offered him a place of belonging, a possibility of a steady income and a collective of friends and colleagues. Every time his contract was almost over, he was offered an extension, and so, summarizing 50 years later, he noted that 'the army became my home '. 53 By and large, Czech Gentile society reacted with little patience or encouragement toward survivors. Postwar Czech society was highly nationalized and almost hysterically anti-German, celebrating its political prisoners and cherishing the myth of resistance. 54 Jews were a foreign body, and it was up to them to find a way to fit in.
Many survivors experienced repulsive antisemitic statements from both strangers and acquaintances. Perhaps most familiar is the motif of the returning survivor who approaches former neighbors or family friends, asking them to return the belongings they promised to harbor during the war. There are two main tropes: in one, the arrogant and/or cowardly gentile lies and refuses to return anything, hiding the Jewish china or the mink fur. 55 In the other, the survivor is welcomed by an honest and helpful family that shares whatever they have and gives to the narrator far more than he or she ever believed to be his or hers. In most accounts, this encounter is often cited as the decisive moment regarding whether to stay in Czechoslovakia or leave. Both scenarios took place; the former far more often than Czech historiography, let alone Czech public opinion, acknowledges to this day. My point here, however, is that individual perception was an important factor. For some people, the glass is half full; for others, it is half empty, 51 "Konečně jsme se přiblížili k československým hranicím. Před hranicemi jsme si udělali zastávku a šli jsme do restaurace. Dostali jsme tam najíst. V lokále měli klavír. Jedna dívka si sedla ke klavíru a zahrála československou hymnu. Bylo to tak dojemné, že mě to dojímá ještě dnes. Domov je to nejkrásnější, co člověk může mít. A já jsem Československo milovala." Doris Donovalová, interview by Pavla Frýdlová on 25 July 1994 in Kladno, archive Gender studies Prague. 
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A. Hájková an attitude that can be traced throughout the narratives. 56 Often enough, the survivors experienced both situations, but in their narratives, they stress only one of them. The decision to stay or to leave was also contingent on the character of the individual.
One fascinating phenomenon that took place in these early postwar years was the striving of survivors to settle in. Early postwar years in Czechoslovakia were marked by an enormous will to build up, to start afresh and to construct a new and better society without injustice, Germans, or fascism. It was difficult not be a part of this reconstructionist zeal. The testimonies point to a surprising ability and a tendency to adapt, even when the person in question actually did not plan to stay. For instance, two of the leading Zionist functionaries in Theresienstadt, Hanuš and his fiancée, Věra Silbingerová, both planned to emigrate to Palestine. But as they pursued their studies, Věra and Hanuš started a romantic relationship, began to settle in, and eventually carved themselves a future in Czechoslovakia. Hanuš evolved from a fierce member of Hashomer Hatzair into a believing Communist. 57 Yet other Zionists did emigrate, most often people who did not continue their studies and remained solely within the Zionist circle in the Jewish community and at the Joint. 58 This predilection can be also demonstrated by the example of conflicts surrounding the issue of citizenship. As a part of the expulsion process, the Czechoslovak state dispossessed the Germans and Hungarians who had become citizens of Germany or Hungary of Czechoslovak citizenship. The decree explicitly stated that it did not apply to those who had always been loyal to the Czechoslovak state and had not engaged in crimes against the Czech people. However, Jews who, in the 1930 census, had opted for German nationality soon faced serious problems from the state authorities and had to fight for their citizenship. By 1946, the state issued an exception for Jews, but it was not always implemented; there were survivors who were expelled to Germany. 59 For many survivors, this blatant injustice became a reason to emigrate. Over a thousand of these 'German Jews' applied for emigration to Palestine and left. 60 But a sizable number of survivors took up the challenge and fought for their rights. 61 The narratives suggest that this fighting for something that was actually theirs ironically created a permanent connection -fighting to keep Czechoslovak citizenship sometimes made the loyalties more binding. In the terms of Brubaker and Cooper, it transformed commonality to groupness and moved them from feeling a shared category to sharing a strong emotional tie to a state.
Indeed, many surviving Jews developed great flexibility or ability to adapt that was more of an automatic reaction than a deliberate choice. In the postwar anti-German hysteria in Czechoslovakia, most of the Jewish German speakers ceased to speak their native tongue, even at home. 62 They did so not only to acquiesce the Czech surrounding, but also because the survivors often shared these anti-German sentiments. Sometimes the spouses taught each other Czech, paying attention to each other's pronunciation mistakes; other times the Czech-speaking partner taught the German native speaker.
As part of the state's failed aim to expunge Germanic surnames and replace them with Czech versions, 63 many survivors decided to give up their German-sounding -and often typically Jewish -surnames. Thus Popper became Pojar (or Pojarová), Taussig Tesař, Gut Dobrý, Kraus Kalenský, Schindler Šindelář and Bondy Bor. However, the decision to fit in was not taken at all costs. The clerks at the renaming office had considerable leeway and sometimes confronted the applicants with antisemitic statements. When Vilma Arnsteinová, a survivor of Lodz, Auschwitz and satellite camps of Buchenwald came to apply to change her name and the name of her two daughters to Alešová, the clerk replied that the name of the famous Czech painter Mikoláš Aleš was too good for Jews. 'Girls, you will get married even with your old surname', said Vilma to her daughters. And, indeed, both did. 64 A parallel tendency of survivors was to make their postwar testimony 'fit in' -they emphasized their status as members of a wider Czech community of suffering, rather than as victims of the Holocaust. 65 Accordingly, the Jewish witnesses at the postwar trials often opened their affidavits with a variation of the phrase, 'I was arrested because of my affiliation with the Jewish religion and sent to the concentration camp Terezín'. Even the former secretary of the Jewish community and, at the time of the affidavit, the director of the Joint in Czechoslovakia, Adolf Beneš, formulated the circumstances of his deportation thus: 'In July 1943, I was detained as an affiliate of the Jewish religion and transferred to the concentration camp ghetto-Theresienstadt, where I remained until October 1944'. 66 The formulations were kept in the passive rather than the active voice, which would say, 'As a Jew, I came to Terezín'. That makes a stilted impression. The reason for the deportation was given as an attribute, not as a first-person narrative. The narrator did not call himself directly a Jew nor did he give the reason for his deportation his being a Jew. This indirect expression -as someone affiliated with the religion and not something the narrator simply was -is somewhat cumbersome. Moreover, the phrasing echoed the discourse of political prisoners: transferred, seized, German authorities.
Furthermore, Beneš and others denoted Terezín as a concentration camp called 'GhettoTheresienstadt', which of course is nonsensical. This figure was quite striking, as not only was Terezín a ghetto and the inmates and the SS referred to it as such; indeed, within the ghetto itself 'Terezín' and 'ghetto' became synonymous. The long-standing postwar debate as to whether Terezín was a ghetto or a concentration camp began with the early postwar designation. 67 Survivors framed Terezín as a concentration camp because the Czech postwar master narrative defined concentration camps as the sites of authentic suffering. A ghetto had no place in this discourse; it was a place of lesser suffering. In their published memoirs, Terezín survivors followed the narrative patterns established by the Czech political prisoners' memoirs, describing Terezín as a concentration camp and frequently stressing their Czech-focused activities as a form of resistance. 68 Changing the label helped to have one's story accepted. In the end, for many, the decision to emigrate came as a reaction to the Communist takeover. By 1948 or 1949, most young people had finished their university studies or had started a business. People emigrated because they were threatened by the emerging new totalitarian regime. Many ended up in Israel by chance. Some went there because it was the only option for Jews that the Communist authorities tolerated. 69 Hana Steinová remembered that her second husband was a Czecho-Jew and 'didn't want to emigrate among the Jews'. But he had to leave quickly, and Israel was the only option. The Steins emigrated, adapted and spent a lifetime in Israel. 70 The actress Vlasta Schönová emigrated because a friend told her there was a free spot on a Haganah plane, which, as it turned out, smuggled weapons. She decided to go, quite spontaneously, impulsive as she was throughout her whole life. She left two sisters behind, her only living relatives. 71 On the other hand, others, when offered the same possibility, turned it down; for them, these family members were all they had. The later distinguished logician Karel, who had finished his university degree earlier and had just been released from the army, remembered: Personal ties as a reason to stay are a repeating pattern in many interviews. These were aunts and uncles, parents, siblings or best friends, sometimes gentile family friends. Many survivors believed that they were responsible for their older relatives or felt that the human connection was, at that point, the most important factor in their lives.
Conclusion
The purely Jewish environment of Terezín did not produce any shared Jewish belonging. It did not produce groupness, 'an emotionally laden sense of belonging to a distinctive, bounded group', nor connectedness, nor the weakest of these three forms of subjective belonging to a larger group, commonality. People affiliated themselves with groups within the fragmented ghetto society of Czech Jews, competing for resources and authority. Postwar society had a different dynamic. Survivors were eager to start a new life and fit in. Perhaps because Czech postwar society did not make it easy for the survivors, they tried even harder. The decision to emigrate or not was subject to various factors, many of them situational and emotional. Ironically, people's prewar -social, cultural and ideological -position on Jewishness, as well as those from Terezín were, at best, weak factors. The postwar years were characteristic for their ambivalent, at times even chaotic character. Therefore, we should not categorize or even judge the motivations or loyalties of those Czech Jews who went versus those who stayed.
Both those Czech Jews who stayed behind and those who emigrated cherished similar values. They believed that families, children and grandchildren gave meaning to their lives. In contrast to former political prisoners, many Czech Jewish survivors lived a fairly unpolitical life. Perhaps this 'retreat into the private' was their reaction to what they had lived through and the loss of family members. After nearly 70 years in Czechoslovakia, today they are inconspicuous grandmothers and grandfathers; they differ perhaps only by the blue tattoos on their forearms.
What distinguished the emigrant group from those who stayed, however, was the relationship to their Jewishness. Regardless of whether the emigrating Czech Jews went to Israel, Great Britain, the USA or South America, their connectedness with Judaism almost always molded itself to the dominant local mode. Participation in the Jewish community, religious services, marriage patterns as well as memories of the Holocaust were contingent on the surrounding society. 73 What people remembered, how they narrated it, and how they made sense of the Shoah in general and Terezín in particular fit into the master narrative at hand.
A crucial point that influenced survivors who settled in North America and Israel was their understanding of Jewishness as an ethnic and cultural identification. Most Czech survivors who live in the USA see themselves as Americans and Jews. They may add 'Czech'. 'Czech', however, is a cultural statement, while 'Jewish' is ethnic and cultural. Moreover, here, 'Czech' represents commonality, 'Jewish' groupness. 74 
